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SOME VOCAB

• Errors
• Logic Errors

• Runtime Errors

• Strings – ex. “This is a string”

• Data Structure – a particular way of organizing data for computers
• Dictionary – type of data structure sorted by keyword

• List – type of data structure sorted by index

• Library – Folders of folders or files (in this instance)



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• What is involved in converting syntactic and semantics into a computer 
program?

• How can irregularities and inconsistencies in language rules affect a 
translation and the coding behind it?



LEARNING GOALS

• To improve programming skills

• To learn the programming language Python

• To improve French skills

• To study and research Linguistic Algorithms in relation to Computer 
Programming



RESEARCH



TYPES OF MACHINE TRANSLATION

• Rule-Based (Rule-Based Machine Translation, RBMT)
• Transfer-Based Machine Translation (TBMT/TBLT)

• Inter-lingual Machine Translation

• Example-Based Machine Translation



INTERLINGUISTICS

• Study of interlinguae, “neutral language” (independent of any language).

• Interlingual Machine Translation
• Source Language  Interlingual Language  Target Language



TRANSFER-BASED MACHINE TRANSLATION

• To make a translation, it is necessary to have an intermediate representation 
that captures the “meaning” of the original sentence in order to generate the 
correct translation.

• Inter-lingual  intermediate language can be independent.

• Transfer-Based  some dependence on language pair.



BASICS OF TBMT

Original Text 

1st Intermediate Representation in Original Language 

2nd Intermediate Representation in Target Language 

Final Text



TMBT’S MOST COMMON STAGES

• Morphological Analysis

• Lexical Categorization

• Lexical Transfer

• Structural Transfer

• Morphological Generation



Morphological Analysis

Lexical Categorization

Lexical Transfer

Structural Transfer

Morphological Generation



MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

• Surface forms of the input text are classified as to part-of-speech (e.g. noun, 
verb, etc) and subcategory (number, gender, tense, etc).

• All of the possible analyses of surface form are typically outputted at this 
stage along with lemma of each word.



LEMMA

• Canonical form, dictionary form, or citation form of a set of words.

• Ex: run, runs, ran, running  all the same lexeme, the lemma is run.

• Lemma refers to a particular form that is chosen to represent the lexeme.

• Lemmatization  determining (using an algorithm) the lemma for a given 
word.



LEXICAL CATEGORIZATION

• Looks at the context of a word to try to determine the correct meaning in the 
context of the input.

• Can involve part-of-speech tagging and word sense disambiguation.



LEXICAL TRANSFER

• Basically dictionary translation

• Source language lemma is looked up in a bilingual dictionary and the 
translation is chosen.



STRUCTURAL TRANSFER

• Deals with phrases and chunks, typical features include concordance of 
gender, number, and re-ordering of words or phrases.



MORPHOLOGICAL GENERATION

• From output of structural transfer stage, the target language surface forms 
are generated.



TBMT’S TWO TYPES

• Superficial Transfer (or syntactic):
• This level is categorized by transferring 

“syntactic structures” between the 
source language and the target 
language.

• Suitable for languages in the same 
family or type (ex. The Romance 
Languages).

• Deep Transfer (or semantic):
• This level constructs a semantic 

representation that is dependent on the 
source language. The representation 
can consist of a series of structures 
which represent the meaning.

• This level is used to translate more 
distantly related languages (ex. 
Spanish-English).



RESEARCHED RESOURCES

• Python and its packages

• WordNet Database

• Python’s Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) package
• Contains Linguistic tools and methods for analysis



WHY PYTHON?

• Flexible, intuitive language

• Works extremely well with strings

• Had the NLTK

• WordNet works well with it



OBJECTIVE OF PROJECT

• To create a translation program for French to English that is able to take in 
user input in French and convert and manipulate it into an English translation



CODE WALKTHROUGH



SAMPLE RUNS

A user adding a word

Translating a phrase

Admin accepting a word into 
libraries



Directories to library 
files

Declaring data structures and 
strings here expand their scope

The rest of the program runs from inside this 
method



There are 3 main tasks this allows 
the user to do:

1. Translate a phrase

2. Add a word to a holding file

3. Add words in holding file to 
libraries through admin control

Formats phrase as a simple string

Breaks up input into list format and sends it to be 
translated and restructured



Checks libraries for word

Then checks WordNet libraries for 
word

Returns the word and where it was 
found



Library

Words

First Letter

Second Letter

Orange = Folders
Purple = .txt file

IDENTIFICATION FILE 
HIERARCHY



Sends word to be found, then directs it to 
either the lemmatizer or the libraries to 

get a definition.



Uses the lemmatizing methods that 
are a part of the WordNet 

package to return the most likely 
English lemma of a French word

Uses the Counter class to find the most 
returned lemma of that word



Noun Adjective

Noun Adjective

NounAdjective

French

English



Gets input

Returns True/False based 
on user’s response

Returns True/False to repeat program 
based on user’s response



These methods are used to 

place a user entered value—

based on certain questions—

into a holding file and to fill a 

list with the holding file’s 

values



This method uses information entered by 
user to get a part of speech tag for the 

word



Brings user to an 
administrative setting if 

they have the 
passcode

Asks admin what they wish to 
do with each word in the 

holding file 



Gets file name 
based on it’s 

tag and it’s first 
two letters

Gets directory 
path based on it’s 
tag and it’s first 

letter

Adds word to file in library



Library

Part of Speech

First Letter

Second Letter

Orange = Folders
Purple = .txt file

PART OF SPEECH BASED FILE 
HIERARCHY



FUTURE PLANS FOR PROJECT

• Continue to evolve the tree-file system for libraries

• Develop a more in depth verb stemmer than the one provided by NLTK

• Use knowledge gained here in future projects and research



OBSTACLES AND OVERCOMING THEM

• Learning a new programming language
• Spent time just learning the basics

• Spent a month trying to adapt a NLTK type package to fit my needs that 
ultimately failed

• Used methods as an example to work on own library design

• Hitting errors left and right
• Debug as always



GOALS MET

• Researched Linguistics

• Learned a new programming language

• Reviewed French grammar, syntactic patterns



FUTURE PLANS FOR MYSELF

• Majoring in Computer Engineering and Computer Science

• Now I understand what independent research is like and can take what I’ve 
learned from this experience to future research opportunities.
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QUESTIONS?
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